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Thank you for buying Innosolve product. We sincerely hope that this product will provide useful
assistance in the design of digital filters, and in better understanding their operation. Innosolve Ltd.
is committed to quality, constantly improving its products based on customer feedback.
In the field of digital signal processing, more than 20 years of solid professional background is a
guarantee of quality.

1./ The structure of Filter Design system
Filter Design system consists of three modules. Two designers (FIR IIR Filter Design, Filter
Bank Design) and an oscilloscope module (Filter Scope).

The modules are shown connected to each other via files.
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1.1/ Main functions of the modules
FIR IIR Filter Design
•

IIR and FIR filters design based on parameters

•

Computes filter graphs based on user defined coefficients
➢ Up-sampling function

•

Saves filter coefficients into file

•

Produces wavelet basis from FIR filter

•

Saves graphs into file

Filter Bank Design
•

Filter bank implementation of wavelet, wavelet packet transform

•

'A trous' algorithm implementation with wavelet vector without down-sampling

•

Receives Wavelet basis generated by FIR IIR Filter Design program

•

Generates wavelet basis based on User Defined LP and HP filters

•

Generates Wavelet vector from wavelet basis

•

Crosstalk distortion elimination by Novel method

•

Counts wavelet and wavelet packet frequency transfer characteristics

Filter Scope
•

Testing the behavior of filters on real-time signals in time and frequency domain

•

Testing the behavior of wavelet and wavelet packet transform on real-time signals in
time and frequency domain

•

Spectral test with FFT

•

Saves filtered signal into file

•

Saves Wavelet bands into file

•

Creates test record
•

Adding sinusoid signal and white noise

•

UpSampling, DownSampling
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2./ FIR IIR Filter Design application notes
2.1/ Realization of Digital filters
Several methods are offered in the literature (direct, cascade, parallel, etc.) for implementing filters.
We will introduce the direct realization below both for FIR and IIR filters.

2.2/ Direct realization of FIR filters
In case of FIR filters there are coefficients only in the numerator of the filter polynomial. A Kaiser
FIR LP filter is shown below as an example.
Content of Coefs window:
FIR KAISER
LOWPASS
Fs = 1000 Hz
Fc = 250 Hz
Alfa = 4.0
Taps = 7
...a[2] * z-2 + a[1] * z-1 + a[0]
NUMERATOR
a[0] = -9.34809854066142E-3;
a[1] = 0E+0;
a[2] = 2.60412663230857E-1;
a[3] = 4.97870870619609E-1;
a[4] = 2.60412663230857E-1;
a[5] = 0E+0;
a[6] = -9.34809854066142E-3;

Equation to be programmed (here N = 7):
(2.1)
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Location in memory:

With the solution above the y output will be exactly in phase with x. In case the number of
coefficients is even, it is no longer ensured. The y – x delay time equals to the filter group delay
time (N / 2), when N is the number of filter coefficient.

2.3/ Direct realization of IIR filters
In case of IIR filters there are coefficients both in the Numerator and Denominator of the filter
polynomial.
(2.2)
Example:
Numerator

Denominator

IIR BUTTERWORTH
LOWPASS
Fs = 1000 Hz
Fc = 250 Hz
Order = 7

IIR BUTTERWORTH
LOWPASS
Fs = 1000 Hz
Fc = 250 Hz
Order = 7

...a[2] * z-2 + a[1] * z-1 + a[0]

...b[2] * z-2 + b[1] * z-1 + b[0]

NUMERATOR

DENOMINATOR

a[0] = 1.65652938199726E-2;
a[1] = 1.15957056739808E-1;
a[2] = 3.47871170219425E-1;
a[3] = 5.79785283699041E-1;
a[4] = 5.79785283699041E-1;
a[5] = 3.47871170219425E-1;
a[6] = 1.15957056739808E-1;
a[7] = 1.65652938199726E-2;

b[0] = 1E+0;
b[1] = -3.99901345379161E-16;
b[2] = 9.19973003056889E-1;
b[3] = -2.72339976595113E-16;
b[4] = 1.92701155038028E-1;
b[5] = -3.35531121937646E-17;
b[6] = 7.68345086157663E-3;
b[7] = -4.26517202754918E-19;
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In direct realization the first step is to divide both the numerator and denominator by the maximum
power of z, here z7.

(2.3)

In the above equation z-1 means one Ts delay, so z-7 means 7*Ts. After carrying out the inverse Z
transform we obtain:

(2.4)
At the example above N = 7 (the highest power in the numerator) and M = 7 (the highest power in
the denominator).
In practice, however, is not recommended to program the entire polynomial, because it can lead to
uncertain operation, especially when the relative bandwidth is narrow and the filter order is high.
Therefore, it is recommended to divide the entire polynomial to lower order so-called cascade
polynomials. The FIR IIR Filter Design places these cascade polynomials in the Coefs window.
CASCADE FILTERS – Numerator

CASCADE FILTERS – Denominator

Stage 0
a[0] = 5E-1
a[1] = 5E-1
a[2] = 0E+0

Stage 0
b[0] = 1E+0
b[1] = -5.55111512312578E-17
b[2] = 0E+0

Stage 1
a[0] = 2.63023770900422E-1
a[1] = 5.26047541800843E-1
a[2] = 2.63023770900422E-1

Stage 1
b[0] = 1E+0
b[1] = -1.16806018590952E-16
b[2] = 5.2095083601687E-2

Stage 2
a[0] = 3.07978528369904E-1
a[1] = 6.15957056739808E-1
a[2] = 3.07978528369904E-1

Stage 2
b[0] = 1E+0
b[1] = -1.36769941314576E-16
b[2] = 2.31914113479616E-1

Stage 3
a[0] = 4.08990951493896E-1
a[1] = 8.17981902987793E-1
a[2] = 4.08990951493896E-1

Stage 3
b[0] = 1E+0
b[1] = -9.08142342423749E-17
b[2] = 6.35963805975586E-1
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Programming of each Stage has to be performed according to Equation 2.4. The output of Stage0 is
the input of Stage1, the output of Stage1 is the input of Stage2, etc.
The FIR IIR Filter Design divides LP and HP filters to second order, BP and BS filters to fourth
order polynomials. It does not cause problem when programming, because we can use the same
algorithm. The filter realized this way produces the same curves that produced by FIR IIR Filter
Design, because FIR IIR Filter Design uses the same IIR filter implementation.

2.4/ UserDefCoef panel
This panel provides an opportunity to draw the characteristics of our existing filters. Transfer
characteristics can be evaluated, including averaging, different wavelet LP and HP filters, etc.

2.4.1/ Example_1: Five samples averager without weighting

Correct selection of the sample rate in addition to the low-pass effect largely suppresses the AC
frequency components (50, 100 Hz).
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2.4.2/ Example_2: Daub4 decomposition LP filter

As it is shown in the characteristics, the filter must be normalized by
MRA purposes.

√ 2 when using wavelet for

2.4.3/ Example_3: Daub4 decomposition HP filter

As it is shown in the characteristics, the filter must be normalized by
MRA purposes.
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2.4.4/ Example_4: UpSampling Filter
This example shows an upsampling procedure for a LP filter. The LP filter's corner frequency is a
quarter of the sampling rate. Such filter and procedure is used by Filter Design Bank module for
calculation wavelet transform.
Steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set filter to FIR, Kaiser, 11 taps, Fs = 1000 Hz, Fc = 250 Hz
Push the Realize button
Push the SetReference button (frequency graph becomes blue)
Copy filter coefficients to UserDefCoef window as it can be seen on the picture below
Push the UpSampling button once
Push the Realize button
Switch FreqResp tab

The corner frequency of the filter will be halved after each upsampling, see red curve. This
phenomena is used during wavelet transform.
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3./ Filter Bank Design application notes
3.1/ Wavelet transform
Implementation was carried out according to the figure below without downsampling. The figure
shows a three-level transform with input marked by x and with outputs marked by Band.
The program displays these Bands. Without downsampling the sampling rate of the input and output
signals remains the same.
Wavelet filter vector is used for implementation LP and HP filters. See in chapter 3.3.
This implementation of the wavelet transform mainly spread for MRA purpose.

LP0 is designed by FIR IIR Filter Design program, then saved as wavelet basis filter. The
corresponding HP filter is implemented during transform by the HP(z) = LP(-z) formula.
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3.2/ Wavelet Packet transform
Wavelet packet transform is implemented by the well known a trous algorithm without
downsampling, with the difference that each wavelet level can use different filters (wavelet filter
vector).
It can be seen on Figure below, that the indexes of the output Bands follow each other according to
Gray code. It is because the output bands will be replaced with each other during decomposition of
HP bands caused by the aliasing effect.
The program displays the Bands shown in Figure below. Without downsampling the sampling rate
of the input and output signals remains the same. Wavelet filter vector is used for implementation
LP and HP filters. See in chapter 3.3.
This implementation of the wavelet transform mainly spread for MRA purpose.
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3.3/ Wavelet Core C# source code example
/// <summary>
/// Wavelet core method
/// </summary>
/// <param name="Input">Input array</param>
/// <param name="InputPtr">Start Pointer in Input array</param>
/// <param name="Length">Number of Samples to be computed</param>
/// <param name="Lp">LP filter array (from wavelet vector file)</param>
/// <param name="Hp">HP filter array (from wavelet vector file)</param>
/// <param name="OutLp">Output array LP part</param>
/// <param name="OutHp">Output array HP part</param>
/// <param name="UpSamplesPtr">Pointer offset in InputArray(from wavelet vector
file)</param>
public void WaveletCore(double[] Input, int InputPtr, int Length, double[] Lp, double[] Hp,
double[] OutLp, double[] OutHp, int UpSamplesPtr)
{
// Variables
double LpReg, HpReg;
int Ptr, InputPtrReg, OutputPtr;
bool HpFlag;
// Init
LpReg = HpReg = 0;
InputPtrReg = Ptr = InputPtr;
OutputPtr = InputPtr - Lp.Length / 2;
if (OutputPtr < 0)
{
OutputPtr += OutLp.Length;
}

// delayed with N / 2

HpFlag = false;
if (Hp != null)
{
HpFlag = true;
}
// Computes Length pcs samples
for (int i = 0; i < Length; i++)
{
// Dividing Input from Lp and HP parts
// Operation of filtering is the same as written at FIR filters
for (int j = 0; j < Lp.Length; j++)
{
if (Lp[j] != 0)
{
// Lp component
LpReg += Input[Ptr] * Lp[j];
}
if (HpFlag)
{
if (Hp[j] != 0)
{
// Hp component if HP filter defined in wavelet vector file
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}

HpReg += Input[Ptr] * Hp[j];

}
Ptr -= UpSamplesPtr;

}

// UpSamplesPtr is defined in wavelet vector file as
// UPSAMPLES_PTR
// Use pointer offset instead of upsampling filter array
if (Ptr < 0)
{
Ptr += Input.Length;
}

OutLp[OutputPtr] = LpReg;
if (HpFlag)
{
OutHp[OutputPtr] = HpReg;
}
else
{
// If no HP filter defined in wavelet vector file
OutHp[OutputPtr] = Input[OutputPtr] - OutLp[OutputPtr];
}
InputPtrReg++;
if (InputPtrReg == Input.Length)
{
InputPtrReg = 0;
}

}

OutputPtr++;
if (OutputPtr == OutLp.Length)
{
OutputPtr = 0;
}

}
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Block diagram of Wavelet Core

Wavelet vector file includes LP and HP filters for all levels. Wavelet calculation operates in
Traditional mode when using the same filter for each level.
The following example shows the contents of a wavelet vector file, which is made for two level
wavelet calculations.
FIR
KAISER
LOWPASS
Digits = 20
Fs = 1000 Hz
Fc = 250 Hz
Taps = 7
Alfa = 4.0
WLEVELS = 2
[0]
UPSAMPLES_PTR = 1
LP = 13
0E+0
1.48987806613532E-2
0E+0
-6.70701794004985E-2
0E+0
3.02688514851386E-1
4.98965767775519E-1
3.02688514851386E-1
0E+0
-6.70701794004985E-2
0E+0
1.48987806613532E-2
0E+0
[1]
UPSAMPLES_PTR = 2
LP = 7
-9.34809854066142E-3
0E+0
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2.60412663230857E-1
4.97870870619609E-1
2.60412663230857E-1
0E+0
-9.34809854066142E-3

A two-element filter array is created when loading the wavelet vector file mentioned.
WT0 filters, used to first wavelet level
Lp0[0] = 0E+0
Lp0[1] = 1.48987806613532E-2
Lp0[2] = 0E+0
Lp0[3] = -6.70701794004985E-2
Lp0[4] = 0E+0
Lp0[5] = 3.02688514851386E-1
Lp0[6] = 4.98965767775519E-1
Lp0[7] = 3.02688514851386E-1
Lp0[8] = 0E+0
Lp0[9] = -6.70701794004985E-2
Lp0[10] = 0E+0
Lp0[11] = 1.48987806613532E-2
Lp0[12] = 0E+0
Hp0 = null
UpSamplePtr = 1

WT1 filters, used to second wavelet level
Lp1[0] = -9.34809854066142E-3
Lp1[1] = 0E+0
Lp1[2] = 2.60412663230857E-1
Lp1[3] = 4.97870870619609E-1
Lp1[4] = 2.60412663230857E-1
Lp1[5] = 0E+0
Lp1[6] = -9.34809854066142E-3
Hp1 = null
UpSamplePtr = 2

For this example a two-level wavelet algorithm is used to calculate wavelet levels. To calculate
WT0 the arguments Lp, Hp and UpSamplesPtr are set to WT0 filters (see above), then set to WT1
filters at calculating WT1.
In order to synchronize the input signal with the output signals OutputPtr is delayed by N / 2
relative to the InputPtr. Here, N = (number of coefficients of the filter / 2).
The same wavelet core is used for computing Wavelet and Wavelet Packet.
Important notice!
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Arrays are not created in the source code example. Also take care of the running conditions, such as
avoiding index out of range.
Comment:
The filter for WT1 (this is the last wavelet level in this example) contains the coefficients of the
wavelet filter basis.

3.4/ Traditional mode
Traditional mode, the program uses the same filter set for each level with upsampling. As it can be
seen on the figure the slopes of band borders are different from each other.
The following figures show Wavelet and Wavelet Packet amplitude - frequency response graphs
based on 15 taps Kaiser LP filter computed by Traditional method.

3 level Wavelet frequency responses – Traditional mode

8 band Wavelet Packet frequency responses – Traditional mode
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In this example, in Wavelet Packet bands nr. 3 and nr. 6, crosstalk effect can be seen due to the low
selectivity of the filter. Furthermore, the transfer characteristics of the bands are very different.
Increasing the number of transform levels, this effect is amplified.
Using downsampling during transform slopes remain the same for each frequency band.

3.5/ Novel mode
In case of Novel methods each wavelet level has a different filter. The program calculates the filter
coefficients on the basis that the transition slope of the frequency characteristics of each transform
is the same.
First step is to determine the slope of the frequency characteristics of the last transform, then on this
basis to design coefficients for the previous filters keeping the slope constant.
The following figures show Wavelet and Wavelet Packet amplitude - frequency response graphs
based on 15 taps Kaiser LP filter computed by Novel method.

3 level Wavelet frequency responses – Novel mode

8 band Wavelet Packet frequency responses – Novel mode
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For both the wavelet and wavelet packet transforms the transitions of the bands are the same, and
the cross-talk phenomenon are eliminated at Wavelet bands nr. 3 and nr. 6.
However Novel method has its “price”. In case of wavelet transform, the average filter length rises
from 15 to 34, in case of wavelet packet transform from 15 to 24 for a three-level counting.
It can be seen that the method of wavelet packet transform raises the average filter length less. The
benefit of Novel method mainly occurs in greater number of Bands.
The table below shows the required average filter length both for Novel and Traditional methods to
suppress crosstalk effect. (The average filter length at Traditional method equals to wavelet basis
filter length).
Number of
bands

Novel
(average filter length)

Traditional
(average filter length)

8

25

~21

16

31

~45

32

37

~75

64

45

~133

The same wavelet basis filter was applied at Novel method (15 points Kaiser). In Novel method the
“average filter length” expression is used because each wavelet level uses different filter length.
Crosstalk in Novel case could not be seen with the filter lengths given in the table.
In the Traditional mode filter length was increased until the crosstalk phenomenon just disappeared.
It is clear that in case of higher resolution (larger band number) Novel method is much more
efficient.
Another advantage of a Novel method is that transfer characteristics of each band is very similar to
each other.
It is important to know that the crosstalk phenomenon makes wavelet packet method useless, so it is
important to eliminate it.

3.6/ Reconstruction
It is expected that after applying wavelet transform and inverse transform the original signal shall
be reconstructed without or with very little distortion.
The literature uses the perfect reconstruction (PR) concept, where the original distortion-free signal
can be restored.
Three kind of distortions make it hard to fulfills PR:
•
•
•

AMD amplitude distortion
PHD phase distortion
ALD alias distortion
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To satisfy the above conditions in the traditional sense for wavelet transform and inverse transform
(analysis bank, synthesis bank) several solutions have been developed (for example: Daubechies
wavelets) which meet the criteria for PR.
For transform without downsampling ALD does not occur. Using odd-order FIR LP filter, HP filter
realized by HP (z) = LP (-z) and using the method of storage mentioned in 2.2 can show that the
sum of output bands in any point equals to the original signal.
Only the FIR filter group delay occurs as a PHD, which can be corrected easily.
It is important that the LP FIR filter must not amplify, the sum of the coefficients shall be 1. This
condition is fulfilled by the FIR IIR Filter Design filter design program.
In case of three-level wavelet transform mentioned in Chapter 3.1 delays are for each level
respectively M0, M1, M2. These are the group delay times of the applied LP filters.
x[i] = Band0[i] + Band1[i] + Band2[i] + Band3[i],
if i <= n – (M0 + M1 + M2), n = index of the last sample.
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3.7/ Combination of output bands
Based on the previous chapter for both the wavelet and wavelet packet transform produced bands
(Band) can be added to each other, or subtracted from the original signal in order to create new
bands.
Example_1: Create new band

New band(s) can be created by summing any two or more existing bands.
Example_2: Subtract existing band from the original signal

Any band or sum of any band can be subtracted from the original signal. This method is very well
suited for noise reduction or signal denoising. Just to make sure that the original signal and
subtracted signal shall be in sync with each other.
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3.8/ Filter bank design
3.8.1/ Design LP filter in FIR IIR Filter Design module
Suggested parameters:
•

Filter type: FIR / Kaiser (this is the most effective), set Alfa as requested, recommended
value is 4.0.

•

Fc = Fs / 4. Set Fc to the quarter of the sample rate.

•

Choose filter with odd taps number, this guarantees the synch between frequency bands.

•

Save filter to file by Save Filter As Wavelet Basis menu.

3.8.2/ Generate Wavelet Filter Vector in Filter Bank Design module
This vector is used for decomposition in wavelet transform.
•

Load the desired Wavelet Basis file using Load WaveletBasis menu.

•

Set the desired Wavelet Level (WT levels) or Wavelet Band (WT Bands) values.

•

Select Traditional or Novel mode as you need.

•

Check frequency response graphs.

•

Check the average length of the filter vector. This length will be higher in Novel mode than
in Traditional mode.

•

If frequency responses do not meet the requirements then start a new LP filter design as it is
found in 3.8.1. If yes, save wavelet filter vector using Save WaveletFilterVector menu.

3.8.3/ Check the operation of filter bank in Filter Scope module
The following method shows a way using white noise record.
•

Create a white noise record consists of 1000 – 2000 samples. See User Manual chapter 6,
then save it to file using Save TestRecord menu.

•

Load test record using Load Record menu.

•

Load Wavelet Vector file created in 3.8.2 using Load WaveletVector menu. The Wavelet and
Wavelet Packet transforms are launched automatically after loading.

•

Set to Freq Domain – Spectra Scope tab.

•

Set FFT parameters as shown below:

•

•

Set Input Source / Filter Panel / CH1. The program draw the spectra of the record.

•

Window = Blackman (recommended).

•

Length = 1024 or 2048, which is closer to the number of sample in the record.

Fix spectra curve by pushing SetReference FFT button. The color of the curve becomes
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blue.
•

Set Input Source to Wavelet or Wavelet Packet panel as desired.

•

Check the spectra of the the output signal of Bands by setting Band number. It is
recommended to compare them to the frequency responses displayed in Filter Bank design
module (see chapter 4.2).

4./ Filter Scope application notes
Digital filters and filter banks designed by FIR IIR Filter Design, Filter Bank Design can be
tested on real signals by Filter Scope. Filter Scope supports creating test records consisting of real
signals.

4.1/ Create test record
Samples of the test record are contained in the Samples box. Samples can be entered by keyboard,
by adding the selected waveform using the AddSignal function, or using copy / paste method
copying samples from another document.
It is important to note that using AddSignal, samples are appended to the existing samples. Making
superposition of different signals is not supported. Superposition of signals can be easily created by
an external program, then use copy / paste to copy into Samples box. So basically we can do the
test with any time series.
A record length may be up to 10,000 samples. If longer, the program takes into account the first
10,000 samples only.
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4.2/ Checking filter operation with record consists of white noise
First let's create a record consisting of white noise using the AddSignal function described in
previous chapter.
Load the file containing the desired filter to be tested (* .flt) and the record consisting white noise.
After loading the program automatically performs the filtering.

Then switch to tab Freq Domain – Spectra Scope. It is recommended to choose Blackman window
at FFT in order to reduce the distortion caused by the edges.

1
Select the FFT Input Source / Filter panel switch and CH1 as it is shown in Figure above. This
means that CH1 of the filter panel (original signal) is connected to the input of FFT.

2
Pushing the button SetReference means that the currently displayed FFT graph will be colored by
blue and remains as a reference graph in the figure for comparison.
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Then switch channel CH2 to the FFT input (CH2 is the filtered signal).
The filtered signal spectra is colored by red. The figure shows the effect of a FIR LP filter of 100
Hz, 26 taps.

4.3/ Crosstalk phenomenon at the Wavelet Packet
Using wavelet transform without downsampling there is no need to calculate with ALD, but another
problem occurs that is related to the selectivity of the filter.
This is called crosstalk phenomenon, which means that undesirable components appear in some of
the output bands. The crosstalk phenomenon is wavelet filter and level dependent, can be seen at
Wavelet Packet and in certain cases at Wavelet.

The main band occupies around at relative
frequency of 0.3. It can be seen that the
components in the relative frequency
around 0.2 and 0.42 present rather large
amplitude.
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The main band occupies around at relative
frequency of 0.33. It can be seen that the
components in the relative frequency
around 0.17 and 0.42 present rather large
amplitude.

The main band occupies around at relative
frequency of 0.38. It can be seen that the
components in the relative frequency
around 0.14 and 0.47 present rather large
amplitude.

To filter out the undesired component after transform is quite complicated. Without eliminating
these very disturbing components, Wavelet Packet is not suitable for measuring harmonics.
Wavelet vectors generated by Filter Bank Design program in Novel mode are suitable to eliminate
crosstalk phenomena, in addition the output transfer characteristics of established bands will be
largely similar to each other.

Output bands of Wavelet Packet transform
in Traditional mode. It can be seen that
significant crosstalk occurs in some of the
bands, and the transfer characteristics of
each band are highly differentiated.
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Output bands of Wavelet Packet transform
in Novel mode using the same wavelet basis
filter. It can be seen that crosstalk
phenomena is completely eliminated, and
the transfer characteristics of the bands are
very similar to each other.
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4.4/ Upsampling signals
Let's see an example for upsampling below. Basically the upsampling procedure consists of two
steps: inserting zeros, then LP filtering.
a./ Create a test record
● Switch to CreateTestRecord tab
● Set sample rate to 1000Hz
● Set signal parameters in the AddSignal group as
shown on picture
● Push the Apply button
● Save test record by File / Save TestRecord menu

b./ Examine time and frequency domain features of the
record created previously
● Load record by File / Load TestRecord menu
● Switch to Freq Domain – Spectra tab
● Set FFT parameters according to picture (length, window)

Signal peak-to-valley amplitude and period time
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Signal spectra

c./ Make upsampling on the loaded record
● Switch to Create TestRecord button
● Clear content of Samples box by pushing Clear button
● Choose Type / Loaded_Record in AddSignal group, then push Apply button. As a result the
samples of the loaded record are written into Samples text box
● Push UpSampling button. As a result, zeros are written between samples so that the number
of samples and the sample rate are duplicated
● Save upsampled signal by File / Save TestRecord menu
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d./ Examine time and frequency domain features of the upsampled signal
● Load record by File / Load TestRecord menu
● Switch to Freq Domain – Spectra tab
● Set FFT parameters according to picture (length, window)

Peak-to-valley amplitude and period time of the upsampled signal

Spectra of upsampled signal
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The spectra shows the component of the original signal, and a new component close to 1000 Hz
because of the upsampling.
e/ LP filtering
Hereinafter, our target is the elimination of this new component. To do this, we should use an LP
filter with a corner frequency set to a quarter of the sample rate. Such a filter is applied in wavelet
transform during upsampling. (In Trial version load demo_Kaiser_lp_80Hz.flt filter).
The filtering is launched automatically after loading. The result is shown in the figure below. The
upsampled signal is blue colored, filtered is red.
Observe that after filtering the amplitude of the signal being halved due to the insertion of zeros.
Therefore, if you do not want the amplitude to change it must be multiplied by two.

Upsampled signal after LP filtering (red curve)
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4.5/ Spectra analysis of complex signals
One of the complex signals is the QRS complex found in ECG signals. The QRS complex can be
divided into three waves, such as P, QRS and T waves.
The ECG signal processing and wave recognising algorithms have to measure the spectral range of
the different waves. Often this is not an easy task. Determining the spectral components of these
waves can be important at detecting and / or classifying QRS complexes. The Innosolve Wavelet
and Wavelet Packet transformation (digital filter bank design) is very useful for this purpose.
Filter Scope modul supports the spectral examination of complex signal with editing functions.
P, QRS and T waves interference in the spectra

0-4Hz

4-8Hz

Spectral components of QRS complex. The filtered (red) wave is in synchronized with the original
QRS complex (see R wave peak and filtered wave peak) due to the applied wavelet filter.
In certain wavelet type a 90 degrees shift can be seen.
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P and T waves are overrided with straight line with the Override function (right click on the
picture).

0-4Hz

4-8Hz

It is clear that there was no significant changes caused by the exclusion of P and T waves in the
spectral amplitude of this QRS complex.
Determinig spectral amplitudes of Normal and Ventricular QRSs

N, 4-8Hz

N, 8-12Hz

N, 12-16Hz
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V, 4-8Hz

V, 8-12Hz

V, 12-16Hz

V, 16-20Hz

Significant differences can be seen in the ratio of N and V spectral amplitudes.
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4.6/ Using Wavelet as filter bank
The Filter Scope program provides an opportunity to sum the output signals of the wavelet, wavelet
packet transform and the original signal in any combination. This method is well applicable for
baseline filtering of bioelectric signals (ECG), determining spectral components of different
biolelectric waves (P, T, QRS, etc).

Substract 0.000 - 0.488 Hz frequency range from the Original signal.
Selectivity, signal fidelity and running speed are important parameters when choosing the wavelet
filter.
Signal fidelity is very important when we display the filtered signal or some part of it (QRS, P, T
waves), compute parameters from it and make decision, diagnosys from them. In this case we have
to keep the signal distortion factor under a certain level, which is mainly determined by the relevant
standards.
To meet the above requirements we have to choose such filters, which guarantee the described
frequency response, the step response and the desired running speed.
The Innosolve wavelet based filter banks are recommended to use for these purposes. The filter
bank provides all the spectral components which can be used for rejecting baseline movement,
characterize of bioelectric waves, detecting and filtering noisy intervals, etc. The running speed of a
filterbank is about 5-10 times higher than a baseline movement FIR LP filter.
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Baseline filtered ECG signal.
The wavelet packet based filterbank is well applicable at 2D, 3D HRV spectral illustration. In this
case the selectivity is more important than the signal fidelity parameter when choosing filter
coefficients.
With using the Innosolve Filter Bank also the very low frequency components can be determined
very exactly (unlike FFT), so the breathing apnoe also can be detected with this method.
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5./ Areas of application of wavelet and wavelet packet
transform
In recent years, thanks to the Wavelet and Wavelet Packet transforms simplicity and efficiency, the
areas of application have grown rapidly where these transforms have proved their worth. The
following applications are included in both the downsampling and without downsampling areas.
•

Harmonic Analysis
➢ Time and frequency domain

•

Denoising

•

Increase the efficiency of FIR filters

•

Sample rate change
➢ Decimation
➢ Interpolation

•

Compression
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6./ Meaning of abbreviations and parameters
LP
HP
BP
BS

Low Pass
High Pass
Band Pass
Band Stop

Fs
Ts
Fc

Sample rate
Sample time
Corner frequency. At FIR LP and HP filters the amplitude response is 0.5 at this
frequency. At BP and BP filters it means center frequency.

B

Bandwidth at BP and BS filters.

Taps
Order

Number of coefficients at FIR filters.
Order of filter at IIR filter.

Alfa
Ap
As

The value of Kaiser constant at Kaiser filters
Pass band ripple at IIR Chebyshev I filters in dB
Value of minimal attenuation at IIR Chebyshev II filters in dB

FreqUnit

Frequency unit
uHz =
microHertz
mHz =
milliHertz
Hz
=
Hertz
kHz =
kiloHertz
MHz =
megaHertz
GHz =
gigaHertz

FFT
MRA
AMD
PHD
ALD

Fast Fourier transform
Multiresolution analysis
Amplitude distortion
Phase distortion
Alias distortion
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